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Abstract
We propose to demonstrate Colander, a set of
lightweight approaches, and a tool, to mine “special terms” from a corpus of documents. In this
proposal, we give an overview of three highlevel approaches to extracting special terms; introduce some metrics to measure the performance of the approaches; and outline an evaluation
methodology. We also provide a high-level description of the tool and its features. In this proposal, we illustrate the approaches and the tool in
an application to mine both known and candidate
trademarks used in documents.

mining trademarks cited in documents. (A motivation to
mine trademarks is to ensure that each trademark is attributed to its owner).
Figure 1 illustrates the use of Colander to mine trademarks. It highlights some known and candidate trademarks that appear in a source document. A trademark is
known if it exists in a repository of trademarks. (In general, Colander can consult repositories of known special
terms in applications where such consulting is possible.)
A trademark is a candidate if it is not known and if the
corresponding term might be a trademark. A confidence
factor is associated with each candidate trademark.

1. Introduction
As organizations increasingly capture knowledge in document form (as against structured database form), carrying out certain knowledge-management activities requires
new approaches. For example, identifying the intellectual
properties (such as trademarks and product names) cited
in documents, or extracting cross-references in patent
applications, require new approaches.
We consider identifying intellectual properties and
cross-referenced patents as instances of extracting “special terms”, where “special terms” vary across applications. Unsurprisingly, both text mining [8] and information-retrieval (IR) [1] approaches are relevant in identifying special terms, but the traditional text mining and IR
approaches can be heavyweight for some applications.
We propose to demonstrate Colander, a set of distinct
lightweight approaches, and a tool, to mine special terms
from a corpus of documents. Colander can be used to extract many kinds of special terms, but, for illustration purposes only, we limit the discussion in this proposal to
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Known trademarks:
vPro
Centrino
Candidate trademarks:
Intel – 100%
processors – 50%

A possible result

vPro
Centrino
Windows
Adobe
Repository of
trademarks

Figure 1: Screenshot of a document and sample result

Figure 1 shows one possible result of mining trademarks: The terms vPro and Centrino are shown as known
trademarks because those terms exist in the repository.
Intel is shown as a candidate trademark with 100% confidence because the sign ® follows that term. The term
“Core 2” is a candidate trademark, but it is not recog-

nized. Finally, “processors” is not a candidate trademark,
but it is recognized as one.
We have two high-level goals for Colander: recall
100% of the known trademarks; and achieve a “high” Fmeasure for candidate trademarks. The first goal is easily
achieved, but the effort to achieve the goal varies based
on the approach. The second goal is harder and heavily
dependent on the approach used.
We consider two approaches for extracting known
trademarks: string search and n-grams [10] constructed
from input document. For the purpose of this demonstration, we illustrate the use of n-grams for extracting known
trademarks. We offer three distinct approaches, each with
an analytical model, to extract candidate trademarks.
The rest of this proposal is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the three analysis approaches.
Section 3 describes the evaluation approach. Section 4
outlines the demonstration requirements. Section 5 briefly
reviews related work, and Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.

2. Analysis Approaches
In this section, we describe the approaches we support
to mining known and candidate trademarks from documents.
We support three analysis approaches: lexical, grammar, and linguistic. Each approach defines an analytical
model and uses a different strategy to extract both known
and candidate trademarks. For brevity, we omit describing
the analytical models, and provide only an overview of
the strategy in each approach.
At a high-level, in each approach, we extract known
trademarks as follows: construct n-grams from words in
the input document; and lookup each n-gram in the repository of trademarks. Though this procedure applies to all
three analysis approaches, the effort to extract known
trademarks varies among the approaches.
In the rest of this section, we discuss how the effort to
extract known trademarks varies across the approaches.
We also discuss how the approaches differ in extracting
candidate trademarks.
In the rest of this proposal, we use the symbol L to denote the length (that is, the number of words) of the longest trademark in the repository of trademarks.
2.1 Lexical Analysis
Lexical analysis parses the text in a document and
employs a sequence of heuristics to mine trademarks. We
distinguish two methods within this approach: wordoriented analysis and sentence-oriented analysis.
Word-oriented analysis: In this naïve method, we
first transform a document to a stream of words. Then,
from the stream of words, we construct all n-grams of
length between 1 and L, and use the n-grams to identify
the known trademarks used in the document. Because the
analysis is word-oriented, the n-grams constructed can

span sentences, potentially increasing the number of false
positives in the result.
To identify candidate trademarks, we apply a sequence
of heuristics (the same heuristics Acrophile [9] uses) to
each word in the input document. We apply heuristics
only if the word is not part of an n-gram of a known
trademark.
Sentence-oriented analysis: This method is based on
the premise that a trademark cannot span sentences. Thus,
in this method, we detect known trademarks using ngrams of length between 1 and L constructed only from
words in a single sentence. This strategy considerably
reduces the number of n-grams constructed (thereby
speeding up the analysis) and also reduces the number of
false positives in the result.
Both the grammar and linguistic approaches identify
the known trademarks by employing same technique used
by sentence-oriented analysis. Thus, all these three approaches have the same performance characteristics with
respect to extracting known trademarks.
We obtain candidate trademarks using the same strategy employed in word-oriented analysis. Thus, both sentence-oriented and word-oriented lexical analyses have
the same performance characteristics with respect to extracting candidate trademarks.
We emphasize that not all applications involving extraction of “special terms” might be amenable to both
word-oriented and sentence-oriented lexical analyses.
Also, not all applications might benefit from the sentenceoriented approach. However, we support both methods so
that they can be employed where appropriate.
2.2 Grammar Analysis
Grammar analysis builds on sentence-oriented lexical
analysis to let applications exploit the grammatical structure of a sentence when extracting special terms. For example, one might consider only nouns and noun sequences when extracting trademarks.
Grammar analysis first determines the part of speech
(POS) of each word in a sentence, independent of the other words in the sentence. It then looks for specific patterns
of parts of speech (such as noun sequences) to identify
special terms.
A lexicon (such as WordNet [5]) may be used to determine the POS of a word as long as it is able to determine the POS of a word on the basis of the word alone,
using no context information. The lexicon might assess
zero or more POS to a word. If it assesses no POS to a
word, it is because the word does not exist in the lexicon.
In the trademark application, we treat a word with
multiple POS as a noun if noun is one of the POS associated with the word. We also assume that a word without
a POS is a noun. Then, we analyze only noun sequences.
We identify the candidate trademarks using the same
sequence of heuristics used in sentence-oriented lexical
analysis, but only over each noun. This strategy provides

significant speed up over lexical analysis, but it can reduce recall of candidate trademarks.
Grammar analysis has one key advantage over the
other two analysis approaches: Its performance can improve when used over a document corpus, and the improvement itself can grow as the corpus gets larger. This
phenomenon is due to the ability to reuse POS information for different documents in the corpus. The reuse itself
is possible because the POS information for each word is
independent of its use context.
2.3 Linguistic Analysis
Linguistic analysis is a highly context-sensitive approach to mining special terms. It employs intimate knowledge of the source language, accounting for factors such
as polysemy, word frequency, word placement, the context of words, and formatting. For example, in the trademark application, this approach can determine that the
word “technology” cannot be a candidate trademark because that word is too common. An application to extract
acronyms might identify a parenthetical word placed immediately after some italicized text as a candidate
acronym.
Linguistic analysis depends heavily on POS taggers
that consider the structure of the containing sentence (or a
document) while determining the POS of each word in the
sentence. Stanford POS tagger [13, 14] is one such tagger.
When determining candidate trademarks, the trademark application considers formatting information (such
as italics and font name), in addition to using a sequence
of heuristics over words in noun phrases. Thus, when
formatting conventions are known and used, recall is likely to be higher for candidate trademarks.

3. Evaluation Approach
In this section, we give an overview of an implementation of Colander, introduce the metrics to evaluate performance, and summarize an approach to empirical
evaluation.
Implementation: Colander is implemented as a Microsoft® Windows® application using Microsoft Visual
Basic®. Currently, Colander uses Microsoft Word to
parse a document, but this dependency can be easily removed. (Our implementation approach has been to reuse
existing components as much as possible.)
Colander is designed to extract special terms from a
document corpus, not just a single document. Currently,
the corpus to be processed should be placed in a directory,
but we expect to provide means of processing together
documents whose locations are distributed. Regardless of
how the document corpus is conveyed, the algorithms we
employ in Colander complete the analysis of each document in just one pass. (Caveat: A POS tagger used in linguistic analysis might make a full pass over a document to
complete tagging. However, none of our algorithms require more than one pass over a document.)

In the trademark application, we presort the repository
of known trademarks alphabetically and partition it by the
number of words in the trademarks. At initialization time,
we load each partition into a separate list. At runtime, to
determine if an n-gram is a known trademark, we perform
binary search over the list that contains trademarks whose
length is the same as the length of the n-gram.
For grammar analysis, Colander uses WordNet and the
WordNet COM server [2] to determine the POS of a
word. (The trademark application only needs to know if a
word can be a noun.) It caches the results of POS determination and reuses it over a document corpus. For efficiency, it also maintains a predefined list of frequently
used words (such as the articles and some prepositions)
and their POS. The POS cache and the list of frequent
words reduce the cost of consulting WordNet.
Evaluation Metrics: We use the Big-O notation to
represent the complexity of the algorithms the three
analysis approaches employ. We estimate time complexity analytically and verify it empirically.
We use the common IR metrics precision, recall, and
F-measure to determine the effectiveness of the analysis
approaches. We also use the number of n-grams processed
as a key metric because that number significantly influences the speed of performance.
Empirical Analysis: We carry out empirical analysis
in two parts. First, we ask humans to identify known and
candidate trademarks from a gold set of documents. We
then analyze the same set of documents using the different
approaches in Colander and compare the two sets of results.
We use different sets of documents to empirically verify the analytical models of each approach. We also use
document sets of different sizes to verify scalability.

4. Demonstration Setup
During the demonstration, we intend to showcase the
utility of Colander in extracting trademarks from a representative document corpus we have crafted. The demonstration will be designed to illustrate the performance of
each analysis approach and its efficacy compared to the
manual process.
We intend to demonstrate Colander on one of our own
portable computers, but it would be helpful to connect a
large external monitor so that the demonstration is easily
visible to the audience. It would also be helpful if we can
display a large poster.
The demonstration would not require connection to
the Internet.

5. Related Work
Tools such as UIMA [6] focus on performing semantic analysis of unstructured data to create and store structured information. This approach is useful in applications
that require repeated access to the same information. An

example is a search engine such as IBM® OmniFind™
[7].
Techniques (such as GATE [4]) which use natural
language processing (NLP) for information extraction, are
extremely sophisticated and tend to be heavyweight.
Much work [9, 12, 15] related to automatic extraction
of acronyms and abbreviations (and their definitions) exists, but such work is different from our approach in two
key ways: First, they tend to be specific to extracting acronyms. Second, they tend to be domain specific. For example, significant work [3, 11] has been done to find acronyms and their definitions in the biomedical domain.
In contrast to the aforementioned systems, our approach is lightweight and it allows developers to choose
the sophistication that is appropriate for their applications.
(Use just word-oriented lexical analysis or use sophisticated linguistic analysis.) Our approach is generic enough
to extract any kind of “special terms”. Finally, our approach is also quite simple to implement.

6. Summary
We have proposed to demonstrate Colander, a set of
abstract lightweight approaches to extract special terms
from a document corpus. We have introduced three approaches Colander supports to mine special terms from a
document corpus. We have also outlined our evaluation
approach and briefly reviewed related work.
In this proposal, we have illustrated the use of Colander in an application to extract known and candidate
trademarks, but Colander can be used to extract several
kinds of special terms.
The tools and technologies described in this proposal
© 2009, Wipro Technologies.
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